
THE REAL THIRD WHEEL 
  
Never say we're free 
it's all just a way to reaffirm 
that there are new words to (re)learn 
using them with each other forgetting the journey aspect of it all !
What sports objects to have in 
the title of her 
next poem, “Big Words” 
What sports objects for being so self-realized 
  
The Real Third Wheel 
                        is Big Words 
 The Big Words 
occupy landmarks watermarks 
while still recognized  
by our peoples 
in the habit of rolling with it 
They always speak up when they didn't know what it means !
The narrator recognizes as unavoidable the fragile vanity 
of its own subjectivity from which he/she will not shy away while 
even so reinventing the third wheel 
how to get it in front without  
any distracting pang of righteousness 
How do we avoid the trope of the nose? 
The big honking condescendion—the incidental effect of such torque 
Unlike the more intimate experience 
The one channel lattitude where there is no interuption 
  
Climbing up the rimose statue 
of a slave --only 
the face is reified 
even as at the plinth's 
inscription reads: 
“we look up at the clouds 
poised,  never 
alone in our search for justice”-- she 
  
found that the darkness of night 
attenuated the spacey notion that caused at such heights  
a desiring to let go walk on and fall through 



  
Catenate that shit on 
your quinhentos cruzeiros 
[I mean it] 
            
Of course duh, the real third wheel is also the mark of the  
oppressed…the ambulance has four wheels so shut the fuck up demagogue !
The moon with its agravic charm 
The stillness from that agency 
Admitting how immanent the threat 
“inviting the ride”but exhausted, 
rolled into the Wordsworthless clouds 
between poles none imagined strippers on 
bearing all.  bearing of all settings 
Setting some vector any vector as goal !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



SCREEN(ED) RESPONSE !
Detecting remains 
of a nut bust  
on the bus, 
He was thinking about 
what  a person who may be fatally ill 
might do to keep in touch 
with multiple people !
The static contemplation 
of what is real 
is off the wheel 
Lacking the neutered word 
How “uncanny valley” screens the horizon 
through pointillist dirt to the  
window, the amplest dawn  !
The amplest sunrise ever seen (copy that) !
The freezing morning still made note of, 
He won’t ever wanna stop 
writing in notebooks 
and not to keep warm or ignore what’s out there 
but resist going to “work” to where 
his I “works”,  !
yet still sedentarily not rotting 
any less swiftly by playing hooky 
again from “work”. 
The good intentions behind the job 
meet every need but the most human. 
Either move he feels like a jerk !
If it’s true the desire to explore the way personal economics 
affect relationships.  A literary hero  
resenting those who have something to hide 
only to find they have nothing !
And self-congratulated, that jerks are so real about feeling so !
The attendance line at work has two different voices  
finishing each other’s sentences 



Both female, the first is closer to human being,  
the second is lacking affect until 
she confirms locations and time of absence prestissimo 
To his surprise, he hears the first’s beam !
Mouth beams, not the other 
We love to see your mouth beam !
But also the people who guard themselves,  
practically consciously avoiding their guarded looks 
So hard to be friends with 
to not want to know that he shocks them 
or cause laughter  
by talking of the grapefruit smell of his armpit !
Then someone like Her looks up at him 
in a gallery.  Her mouth is open like he’s a god,  
Then someone like Her looks up at him  
in a gallery.  Her mouth is open like he’s a god 
Then someone like Her looks up at him 
in a gallery.   
Her mouth is open  
like he’s a god !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



RALLYING EXTENSION 
  
Certain serpentine shapes. 
On interpersonal knees 
To repeat them in there. 
  
And to look up 
to see so high 
meaning firmness 
  
Things that happen 
when being 
understood. 
  
Understanding’s universally 
recognized phonemes 
  
The standard greeting 
Standing hard 
But questioning the distance 
  
I want so much your happiness, but am not responsible for 
it, the greeting card of your “Living Funeral”. 
  
Because when dead you'll be remembered as long as the longest living loved one lives 
or as long as the longest living loved one of a long lived loved one lives !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



ANY CUTE CHILD OR PET 
  
Intellectual Noodling 
as a pejorative 
 It just wouldn't feel comfortable 
opining. 
  
At least not without 
an etymology of the word noodling 
  
No, no, it's not pedantic it's poetic 
(no said three times, a death knell 
 twice, just sloppy earnest face time) 
  
It's poetic, seen all the more from the fork 
of the last alliteration but the caesura is 
  
supposed to precede a catching gift box, 
fallen out of the hands of a young girl who 
knowing the box is irreparable, still 
reorders the plastic grasshopper hair braid and ink plume inside 
so that it supports the budded crocus in the middle 
  
Authorial question in a declarative tone: is there 
an expected ration 
of big words in a noodling? Do dendrites let it mellow? 
  
The caesura is 
the last détournement into gifts 
of some warped downward convex of lines 
Or oh doodling!  Eliminating the necessary 
doodling just past the placated gawker line 
Coz nobody asks “how many lines before reaching 
Superfluous" 
  
Ever 
Ever ever 
  
The young girl is growing up now 
she glues the broken box together to break it again 
In the past they always ask her to wear the grasshopper 
then complain that it doesn't fit her hair 
She combs the crocus, chalk line on the sidewalk 



  
Someone will skip over it like 
“snake in the grass” 
  
or break more eluding/ed objects-out-of-use 
  
The placated gawker line 
if you haven't lost your capacity 
to feel tingly at the sight of 
any cute child or pet 
stops here 
  
She has lost interest in the box 
and is incapable of seeing its uniqueness 
for is it original? 
When she doodles, there's no ignoring curves 
that seem to stem from 
that seem to stem !


